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January 24th 2017:Devine Relationships
Where in your life are you having Devine Loving Relationships?
What does it mean to have a Devine Relationship? Being in
Awareness and living from a higher consciousness as
ambassadors for mother earth. Will open you up to having a loving
Devine Relationship with your Beloved. That can be a relationship
with a partner, family member, friend or the people you work with.
When you can see who you truly are a being of Devine love then you
can see the Devine in all you meet. In order to create this level or
relationship you first learn to love yourself. As we inspire each
other to grow you will be
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Song Bird Grandmother

Guest Image

Song Bird Grand Mother is an Awakener, Teacher, Mentor, Artist, and Modern Day
Medicine Woman who is a bridge between spirit and earth. She is a teacher of “Natural
Law” and the ways to honor Grand Mother Earth. Born with the gifts of seeing and
connecting with Spirit, she is a loving and strong guide who teaches how to live from
the heart, embody personal power, and create a legacy. Song Bird Grand Mother see’s
where a person is currently, and what actions are needed to build their long-term
goals. Through her healing sessions she guides women through the Medicine Wheel
to establish their ten-year vision. Her “Legacy of Light” sessions are a series of four
sessions that use Spiritual gui
Read more

Jami Lee Martin
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Jami Lee Martin is a New Though Minister, Wellness Chaplain and an Ambassador
and Facilitator for Divine Inspiration. Her work includes extending Love and Creativity to
all life situations, teaching others just how natural and fun that can be. Her current
signature message is "Inspiration is the New Courage," and she is demonstrating that
in her own life as she extends her hand and heart to others to join the adventure.
Read more
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